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There comes a time in the life of all organisations when
it is obvious some rethinking is needed. That seems to
be true not just for the Unitarian movement in this
country but for the church as a whole.
I was very struck by the writing of Father Daniel
O’Leary when I was passed an article of his by a close
friend who thought I might be interested. I was, not
just because of what it said about the Roman Catholic
Church but of what it implied about all of our religious
organisations. Of course there is a need for leadership
and for vision, but that needs to be in step with the
needs of the individual members of the church, not
imposed from above on the assumption that the
hierarchy will always know best.
We do not have to look very far outside the Church to
realise that our political system is undergoing a very
similar sort of revitalisation in which the wishes of large
numbers of people have seemingly been ignored for too
long and are now, at last, having to be taken into
consideration by those who had assumed, all too easily,
that it was their job to set the pace and ours to follow.
To many a time of turmoil is unsettling, but without
change there is only
stagnation.
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I Discover Radical Christianity
Sue Woolley
A decade ago, I was carrying round quite a
lot of sub-conscious anti-Christian
baggage. There were particular Christian
doctrines - predestination / election,
atonement, the unique divinity of Jesus,
the resurrection - that I found nonsensical
(still do to be honest) and because of
those, I totally threw the Christian baby
out with the doctrinal bathwater.
But since then, starting with a gentle
chastisement from one of my Unitarian
tutors, when I made a throw-away
disparaging remark about Christianity in
one of my Worship Studies Course
assignments, my views have evolved.
I have come to realise, thanks to him;
thanks to wonderful Christian writers
such as Richard Rohr and John
O'Donohue, Frederick Buechner and
Matthew Fox, and the anonymous authors
of the Quaker Advices and Queries; and
thanks to meeting some dedicated
Christians in real life (on the Diploma in
Biblical & Theological Studies course and
on the Encounter course), that
Christianity is a very broad Church
indeed. In fact, it would probably be more
accurate to describe it as Christianities.
I have always been attracted to Quaker
spirituality. Their Advices and Queries
really speak to my condition, and gave me
the first inkling that there might be a more
forgiving, more inclusive, less judgemental
side to Christianity. I describe myself as a
Quakerly-inclined Unitarian, and the more
I read about Quaker faith and practice,
the more attracted to them I have become.
The concept of "that of God in everyone" is
a very important one to Quakers. Harvey
Gillman, in A Light That Is Shining,
describes it as "something to do with a
creative power working in our lives to
bring us to fulfilment, to an awareness of
our worth, to a love for others, and for
God. For a Quaker, religion is not an

external activity, concerning a special
'holy' part of the self. It is an openness to
the world in the here and now with the
whole of the self. ... There is no part of
ourselves and of our relationships where
God is not present." Which is very much
my view of the spiritual journey - it is
about 'that of God' in each of us
responding to the world we live in. It has
taught me that one of the most important
ideals of the spiritual life is that of having
compassion for all living beings, because
each has a divine spark within them, and
should therefore be treated "with absolute
justice, equity, and respect", as it says in
the Charter for Compassion.
Another key concept is that each person
has a direct and personal relationship
with God. Advice no. 22 reminds us:
"Remember that each one of us is unique,
precious, a child of God." When I first read
this, it was a real lightbulb moment for me
- and a huge reassurance, that I, Sue, was
precious, and a child of God. The sense of
belonging, of connection, is a vital part of
the spiritual life, and for me, this sense of
consolation was a gift from the Quakers.
The other lovely insight that Quaker
spirituality has given me is the idea of "the
spirit of God at work in the ordinary
activities and experience of your daily
life." (Advice no. 7) It is a reminder that
the spirit of God is everywhere, and it is
up to us to be awake to His/Her presence
in our lives.
That Advice ends with another challenge:
"Are you open to new light, from whatever
source it may come? Do you
approach new ideas with discernment?"
This has taught me that we are always
growing, and that revelation is not sealed.
Properly lived, with awareness, our lives
are a process of continuous and
continuing revelation. The spiritual
journey is a lifelong one. Our job is to pay
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attention and follow where the Spirit
leads.
In the last four or five years, I have been
much influenced by the wonderful
writings of Richard Rohr, the Fransciscan
author, and Director of the Centre for
Action and Contemplation in New Mexico;
and those of the late Irish Celtic Christian
mystic, John O'Donohue. Between them,
these two Catholic mystics have
introduced me to a Christianity that I
never dreamed could exist. One in which
God is overwhelmingly loving and merciful, not judgemental and harsh; one in
which there is a spark of the divine in
everyone; one in which it is possible to
have a personal relationship with God,
because that of God in each person is
reaching out to the Divine in the world;
one in which the grace of God and the
Spirit are active in the world; one in
which the whole world is regarded as
sacramental.
This positive attitude to God is echoed in
Matthew Fox's book A New Reformation:
Creation Spirituality and the Transformation of Christianity. An ex-Dominican
priest, Fox was inspired to emulate
Martin Luther, and write '95 Theses of
Articles of Faith for a Christianity for the
Third Millennium'. And he posted them
on the door of Castle Church in
Wittenberg in 2005. Like the Quaker
Advices and Queries, these Theses are
short statements of one or two sentences,
each illuminating a path towards a new
way of discerning Christianity. I found
(and find) them inspirational.
I find it interesting that the three main
authors who have influenced me are all
Catholic priests or ex-Catholic priests,
who have left mainstream Catholicism, to
embrace a rich form of mysticism which
involves a direct relationship to God.
Which is where the Quakers find their
faith. The work of the Spirit is far more
prominent, and God is perceived as being
present in all aspects of life.

lovely inclusive attitude of the Christians
on the Encounter course. I am learning to
be a spiritual director, and am also
learning that more Christians than I imagined are open to new Light, and are
welcoming and inclusive in their theology.
It has been wonderfully refreshing and
reassuring to learn this.
I am still uneasy about describing myself
as a "Unitarian Christian". I would rather
describe myself as a "Liberal-Christian
Unitarian", where "Liberal- Christian" is
the adjective, describing the more
significant noun, "Unitarian." I would
still not self-identify as a Christian,
because I think that the generally
accepted meaning of that word includes
belief in the doctrine of the atonement,
which I can never go along with.
A Baptist friend defines being a Christian
as "accepting Jesus Christ as my Lord
and Saviour", and I can't do that either.
I know that many Unitarian Christian
friends describe themselves as such,
because they follow the teachings and
message of Jesus. And that is fine. But I
can't describe myself like that. I believe
that the teachings and message of Jesus
are hugely important, but will retain my
Unitarian right to subject them to the
scrutiny of my own reason and
conscience. I will continue to be "open to
new Light, from whatever source it may
come", to quote the Quakers, and will see
where it leads me.
I think that I will always remain a
Unitarian, because that is such a deep
and fundamental part of who I am, but I
will be a Unitarian who incorporates
many Christian elements
into her devotional life, as my relationship
with God grows and deepens.

I have also been influenced by the strong
faith of my spiritual director, and by the
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Where we’ve been
and where we are going . .
Jeff Gould, UCA Events Officer

The UCA held its summer gathering this year at
Hastings Unitarian Church on a beautifully sunny day,
Saturday, 18 July 2015.

The weather reflected the spirit of the
occasion, which was a splendid offering by Dr Brian Hick and Mr. Stephen
Page entitled, ‘If Music Be the Food of
Love’. The meeting was fully participatory, in that all present were invited
to sing, pray and comment together on
the various roles music plays in our
public and private lives of worship.
It was an inspiring event, enhanced
through the singing of hymns that had
been written by Brian, and by the superb musicianship of Stephen, who
played both the piano and the historic
Snetzler organ. Thanks go to the local
members who provided such warm
hospitality.
The autumn gathering will take place
at Saint Mark’s Unitarian Church in
Edinburgh, Scotland on Saturday, 10
October 2015, beginning at twelve
noon. As is the custom of the UCA,
the event will begin with lunch (offered
at no charge), continue with an innovative act of worship, feature a

programme relevant to different
shades of belief, and conclude with
afternoon tea at four o’clock.
This particular gathering will seek to
have an intentionally ecumenical
element about it, and it is hoped that
Christians of other traditions will join
us for the afternoon, in both presenting and contributing to the programme.
Please speak with the UCA Events Officer, Jeff Gould, telephone 01625
403509, email jeffreylanegould@btinternet.com, if you
would like further information about
the event and to indicate your attendance, for catering purposes.
Over the past ten years, the UCA has
sought to demonstrate its commitment to its members and to the congregations of the General Assembly of
Unitarian and Free Christian
Churches by travelling to different
regions of the United Kingdom.
It has done this in order to offer meet-
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ings for worship, educational workshops, table fellowship and social
occasions for people who might not be
in a position to travel great distances.
This effort to travel to where
people live and worship has proved
helpful, and has been appreciated by
the many people who have taken part
in the gatherings.
It has demonstrated that the Unitarian
Christian Association is a truly
national and denominational body,
seeking to act as a positive resource to
the liberal religious movement to
which we are affiliated. It is now time
for the UCA to ask its members (and
the non-UCA members of the General
Assembly) what they would like the
UCA to do by way of supporting the
denomination generally, and those
persons who identify as Christians
within our congregations.

It is felt by the members of the UCA
Officer Group that the thrice-yearly
offering of gatherings is no longer the
most appropriate or helpful way of
reaching people, and that consideration should be given to alternative
methods of outreach. If you have
any thoughts on the matter, or indeed any suggestions to contribute
to the
conversation, please do make contact with Jeff Gould or any officer of
the UCA. They are keen to know
how this organisation might best
serve the very people it was created
to assist in their journey of faith.
The UCA will mark its twenty-fifth
anniversary in 2016. It is vital that
this landmark be observed with an
awareness of the needs and wishes
of its members.

Above: Saint Mark’s Unitarian Church, Edinburgh
Top left: Hastings Unitarian Church
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Thoughts from the UCA Summer Meeting
Hastings 18 July 2015
Brian Hick
discussion as well as silence – for
singing and reflection upon both the
music and the words we are singing.
Later in the afternoon Stephen and I
will give something of the history of
the Snetzler organ and Stephen will
play a series of pieces to demonstrate
its history and importance to us not
just as Unitarians but as an instrument in its own right.

If music be the food of love, play on;
Give me excess of it, that, surfeiting,
The appetite may sicken, and so die.
That strain again! it had a dying fall:
O, it came o'er my ear like the sweet sound,
That breathes upon a bank of violets,
Stealing and giving odour! Enough; no more:
Twas not so sweet now as it was before.

One the things we will be considering
today is just how we relate to hymns –
are we wedded to memories of the
first time we sang them? To Sunday
school or assemblies? To concerts or
friends? Do some put us off just because of the associations with difficult
times?

Our day in Hastings was centred on
the importance of music in our lives,
in particular our spiritual lives. I
opened the afternoon with some
thoughts about Debussy’s Clair de
lune which Stephen had just played
for us.

My spiritual autobiography is complex, but music has played an essential part in it. One of my earliest problems as a teenager was a realisation
that I got far more from a performance of Parsifal than I ever did from
a communion service. I kept quiet
about that as I suspected there was
something wrong with me and only
later realised that I was far from being
alone. The same was true at a later
stage with the Bach Passions and it is
quite obvious from the enormous
popularity of the Passions over the
Easter period that the attendance is
far more than a love of the music.
Significant numbers of people come to
the Passions for a spiritual experience, and one which they fail to find
in churches. This of course is an area
which many Unitarians find deeply
uncomfortable as they don’t like to
admit that human beings have
spiritual needs; moreover needs
which can be met outside of the

Debussy’ Clair de lune has a very special
place in my heart. Not many years ago
Sally and I were in Bath and we went,
as we often do, to the Pump Room for
tea. It is a very special place if you’ve
not been there and should be on anybody’s bucket list! We had been given a
table very close to the pianist and towards the end of tea it was obvious we
were almost the last in the room. As his
final piece, the pianist played Clair de
lune. It was magic, it was as if it was
just for us – which in many ways it was
– but I can’t now hear Clair de lune
without immediately being back in Bath
and I suspect it will always be that way.
Today we are going to think about the
effect music has on us and in particular
its effect upon our spiritual lives and I’m
at once aware that there will as many
different responses as there are people
in this room. This will not be a formal
act of worship; there will be time for
-8-

deeply rational approach they would
prefer to adopt. I wonder if a church
made up entirely of the relatives of Mr
Spock could actually constitute a
church?

Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the
universe, wings to the mind, flight to the
imagination, and charm and gaiety to life
and to everything.

If we go back a moment let’s ask
ourselves how important hymns in
general, and possibly specific hymns are
to us – and then ask why? Is it more
than an emotional memory?

Plato
Music expresses that which cannot be
said and on which it is impossible to be
silent.

Are our hymns, or other music played
during a service, of specific spiritual
value to us rather than just being
background to meditation or filling in a
hymn sandwich?

Victor Hugo
After silence, that which comes nearest to
expressing the inexpressible is music.

We spent some time discussing our individual approaches to music in church
and the effect it had both on ourselves
and on the services we attended. We
then moved on to look at a number of
quotations about music and discussed
them in the light of our own experience.
These included the quotations shown
alongside

Aldous Huxley
Music is God's gift to man, the only art of
Heaven given to earth, the only art of
earth we take to Heaven.
Walter Savage Landor

Towards the end of the afternoon,
having sung a number of familiar
hymns with unfamiliar words we came
together to sing a rousing spiritual Over
my head, I hear music in the air.

Music is only love looking for words.
Lawrence Durrell
Those who danced were thought to be
quite insane by those who could not hear
the music.

Thankfully all present were good singers
and the effect was immediately positive,
with enthusiastic involvement from all.
Perhaps we need to be ever more aware
of the music that surrounds us?

Anon
Music is the only language in which you
cannot say a mean or sarcastic thing.

John Erskine
When I think of God, my heart is so full of
joy that the notes leap and dance as they
leave my pen; and since God has given me
a cheerful heart, I serve him with a cheerful spirit.
Joseph Haydn
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Set the rulebook aside
for once
Fr Daniel O’Leary

While the church prays for peace between nations, its own members are often bitterly divided, stuck in a deadening clericalism and
adherence to rules.
In this article, reprinted with permission from The Tablet of 6 June 2015,
Fr O’Leary considers not just the problems facing the Roman Catholic
church, but all denominations where hierarchy and structure can seem to
obstruct the spiritual life and development of the Church.

Our Bishop was patient with us.

‘Utter nonsense!’ cried a colleague. ‘If we
start that racket our churches will be
packed with sinners every Sunday
morning!’ Imperfection, you see, is not
the problem; the demand for perfection
is!

We were working our way through the
‘any other business’ section at the
diocesan Episcopal Vicars’ termly
meeting some years ago. There was a
request for the Catholic Women’s
Ordination group to publish the venue
for their next meeting in the diocesan
newspaper. Those who spoke were all
against it.

there is something really sad
about an intransigent attitude
where members of the same
family, whose name and logo is
love, struggle to sit down and
just talk to each other in a normal, trusting way.

‘But why are we afraid?’ I asked,’ These
women are not the enemy. They belong
to, and love the Church. In fact they are
the church.’ The request was turned
down.
On another occasion our bishop asked
for suggestions regarding the content of
the forth-coming teaching document
‘One Bread; One Body’. When my turn
came I made a plea for welcoming all
those who genuinely hungered for
Eucharistic nourishment, who longed for
acceptance into a loving community
without having to pass all the
‘worthiness tests’.

More recently, in the run-up to this
October’s Synod on the Family we have
the many unseemly exchanges between
cardinals, bishops and priests concerning urgent family issues. And then there
is the unpleasant tension between the
defensive hierarchy and church reform
groups that are pushing for dialogue
with them in so many countries.
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Healthy disagreements are usually
necessary for successful dialogue, but
there is something really sad about an
intransigent attitude where members of
the same family, whose name and logo
is love, struggle to sit down and just
talk to each other in a normal, trusting
way. And there is, indeed, so much to
discuss.

This is the saddest state of affairs.
People wonder whether we clerics have
ever really read the Gospels with open
hearts, whether we have gazed on God’s
Earth and its people with utter tenderness, whether we have ever experienced
within us the healing power of divine
mercy. There is a kind of clericalism
that dries up our hearts, that drains the

There are priests and parishioners, for
instance, who are aware of the pastoral
power of general absolution, of freedom
in choosing appropriate Eucharistic
Prayers, of sharing Holy Communion,
on occasion, with Christians other than
Catholics in the ‘state of grace’, of
respect and understanding in
discussions around gay marriage, of the
urgent and obvious need to ordain
married men, and of many other
disputed occasions of grace. Ideally, a
central role of the institutional Church
would be to provide an open forum for
such pressing and life-giving dialogue.

for what purpose other than the
kindling and nourishing of true
love in the human heart does
the Church exist?
stream of God’s unconditional
compassion. Too many of us still play
the clerical game.
Out of fear, out of misplaced loyalty, out
of ignorance of God’s fragile fleshiness,
we blindly continue to rule from the
book. But we are ‘people of the flesh’
before we are ‘people of the book’. Pope
Francis contrasted ‘laboratory beliefs’
with the experience of falling in love
with God, and reserves his harshest
criticism for lip-serving hypocrisy.
Thinkers such as psychotherapist Carl
Jung and Jewish philosopher Martin
Buber have held that nothing blocks
God’s love like book-religion does.

Pope Francis has made clear his desire
for open discussion. People need a
welcoming forum for freedom of expression. This has long been a contentious
issue. Sixty years ago Karl Rahner’s
pamphlet ‘Free Speech in the Church’
attempted to help Catholics move beyond the norm of passive acceptance.
He was trying to encourage dialogue, to
clarify the vital difference between unchangeable doctrine and negotiable,
developing teachings.

After all, for what purpose other than
the kindling and nourishing of true love
in the human heart does the Church
exist? Did Jesus not make it utterly
clear that this was his one passion in
life and death? Too often we turn the
hard face towards other faiths and
denominations, excluding in our
certainties those who are ‘different’ ,
over-defending our ‘one, true Church’
status whereas, in a radical
vulnerability, we are called to touch
human hearts with the spiritual power
of powerlessness.

How utterly disappointing it is, in a
world dissected by terrorism, genocide,
avarice and poverty, for members of the
community called ‘God’s People’ to be so
reluctant about talking to each other
regarding those matters that touch
hearts so deeply. We ask the Putins and
Obamas of this world to sit and share at
the same negotiating table , yet in our
own family we struggle to trust each
other, to incarnate new love, to build
community.

We forget that every written and spoken
word in our homilies, catechesis and
parish ministry must first present the
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love story of a God who daily lives and
dies for us with an extravagant longing?
This is the vibrant passion that millions
of concerned Catholics long for, and
sorely miss; this is why they want to talk
to us. It is the experience of God’s compassion they seek, not more
information about it.

Father Daniel O'Leary, internationally
known, is a priest, author and teacher
in the Diocese of Leeds. As curate and
Parish Priest, he has worked in
parishes for almost 30 years.
He taught theology and religious
education in St Mary's University
College in London and became Chair
of its Religious Studies Department
before being appointed Episcopal
Vicar for Christian Formation in Leeds.

It is the experience of God’s
compassion they seek, not
more information about it.

He holds Masters degrees in theology,
spirituality and religious education.
Award-winning author of 12 books, he
is a regular contributor to The Tablet and The Furrow.

Creeds and catechisms have their
necessary places, but always at the
service of a trusting surrender to the incarnate Word. Pure Christianity has no
purpose other than the revealing and
nourishing of humanity’s intimacy with
God. Maybe today the Holy Spirit is
inspiring people with a new confidence in
their God-given gifts and authority.
These are the newly empowered hearts
that will restore a spiritual energy to an
anxious institution.
In his A Different Journey, Fr Brian
D’Arcy wrote

Currently he gives conferences and
retreats to teachers, catechists,
headteachers, priests and Diocesan
RE advisers around the country.

The only choice for the Church is another
radical Reformation. The deeply ingrained
evil of clericalism destroyed the credibility
of our beautiful Church. Because of it, on
important point has been missed – the
Church will be saved byt its laity, or it
will not be saved at all.
In the meantime we remember that we
are engaged in unpredictable mystery,
that no person or group can ever have all
the wisdom, that the challenge of paradox will mark every step of the way, that
the shadow of the cross will fall everywhere, and that the Holy Spirit is free
and invincible.
And so we try to hold the tensions, but
to do so in humble loving dialogue. For
Christians, and especially during these
urgent years, there is no other way.
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We were pleased to hear from Rev Dr John Bunyan recently and are happy to
pass on this information with regard to Yesterday’s Radicals.
Today I happened to notice that “Yesterday’s Radicals : A Study of the Affinity between
Unitarianism and Broad Church Anglicanism in the Nineteenth Century” by the late Reverend
Dennis G.Wigmore-Beddoes is available again, “print on demand”. My own hard-back has been
some of my favourite reading – I suppose my being a broad church Anglican parson and also a
long-time member of the historic Unitarian Christian (formerly Episcopalian) King’s Chapel,
Boston, USA has something to do with that! I have just ordered a second copy. The book I think
is still very relevant and I hope this news might be brought to the attention of members if it is not
already known to them. I have very happy memories of meeting some UCA ministers and other
members when staying in Manchester last year – unfortunately probably my last of many lovely
trips to the Old Country but if you know a cure for arthritic bones- and brain, let me know !

With best wishes to you all,
The Revd Dr John Bunyan

The Autumn Gathering of the UCA
will be held at

Saint Mark’s Unitarian Church
7 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2DP

Lunch 12.00
Tea 4.00pm
Further details from
Rev Jeff Gould

jeffreylanegould@btinternet.com
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Unitarian Christian Association
Charity Commitment 2015-2016
Cathy Fozard

The Officer Group have decided to adopt the
charity ‘Embrace the Middle East’ as our
charity to support until the end of 2016.
This is not the first time that the UCA have
supported this charity. Some of you will
remember that we sponsored a teenage boy
called George during the last years of his
secondary education at Hope secondary
school in Bethlehem. The charity was then
called BibleLands. In 2012 the name was
changed to Embrace the Middle East. It was
thought that this name more accurately
described the work of the charity. Embrace
is described as a Christian development
charity tackling poverty and injustice in the
Middle East. The charity works in
partnership with local Christians, focusing
on education, healthcare and community
development. They work in Egypt, Syria,
Lebanon, Israel, and Palestine. The needs
vary massively in each community and
Embrace targets its response to meet the
specific needs of each location. Further
information about the work of Embrace can
be found on their website
www.embraceme.org
The 2015 Summer Appeal aims to help the
1.1 million Syrians who have fled to Lebanon

and registered as refugees - although
Lebanon is roughly the size of Devon and
Cornwall. Every day, Lebanon faces the
nightmare of coping with the extreme
pressures and tensions of having the highest
concentration of refugees per capita in the
world. Embrace is working with their
partners in Lebanon to give practical support
to Syrian refugees. The aid is mainly given
out in food vouchers worth around £40 each.
This scheme gives a family some dignity, as
they are free to choose what they want to
buy in a local shop, rather than be given a
box of provisions. For more information visit
www.embraceme.org/summer-appeal-0
The Olive Tree Project, in partnership with
the Joint Advocacy Initiative is supporting
farmers in Israeli - occupied Palestinian land
in the Hebron area of the West Bank. The
farmers are at risk of losing their land to
settlement expansion, military zoning, or
ongoing intimidation. Just by keeping the
land under cultivation, the project helps
prevent it being seized by the Israeli
government. Over the past 12 months,
Embrace supporters have sponsored 1,470
olive trees helping Palestinian farmers respond peacefully and positively to the threat
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of losing their land. It costs £15.00 to
sponsor a tree. If you would like to help this
project visit www.embraceme.org/olive-treeproject

If you have stamps to donate, please send
them to The Stamp Fellowship, Embrace the
Middle East, 24 London Road West, Amersham HP7 0EZ
Visit the website www.embraceme.org/givestamps

The Helen Keller School in East Jerusalem
teaches 65 primary-aged children who have
some form of varying visual impairment and
possibly additional physical and learning disabilities. One way by which Embrace supports this school is by collecting stamps in a
scheme they call the Stamp Fellowship. Last
year they raised nearly £4000. They collect
the following:Whole collections, albums, and
accumulations
First day covers and whole envelopes
with older stamps
All overseas stamps
British commemoratives, regionals,
and high value stamps
All British definitive stamps

The Unitarian Christian Association will be
sending a donation of £250 to the Summer
Appeal. If you would like to support this appeal or any of the other projects mentioned in
this article please send your donations directly to: Embrace the Middle East, 24 London
Road West, Amersham, Bucks HP70EZ or it
is possible to donate on their website. Alternatively, donations can be sent to: Catherine
Fozard, UCA Treasurer, 20 Handforth Road,
Wilmslow SK9 2LU.
Please indicate whether you would prefer
your donation to go to the Summer Appeal or
the Olive Tree Project
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